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Test fit parts before gluing! Wash parts with warm soapy water before starting. Use Cyano-Acrylate (superglue) to glue parts.
Use hot water if you need to fix any warps. Lightly sand and prime resin parts before painting. Have fun!
Check out WWW.Aircraftresourcecenter.com for tips on building models.  Learn, teach and share pictures of your models at ARCs Discussion forum.      

Use care, the fin is very thin in this area.
Cut here, snap off sprue, clean up edges
and trim pin to length.

Install exhaust before attaching fins. Be sure to carefully align the fins. I would suggest attaching the rear fins first and using them as an alignment guide.
 

Depending on which model kit you are installing these on, decals might be 
included with that kit. I would highly recommend using Begemot decals. They 
have full stencil sets available for the Su-27 and are soon to release a set for 
the MiG-29. Both sets include decals for a variety of missiles.

You might want to consider drilling small holes between the mounting 
brackets and on the  pylons and inserting a piece of wire to help attach the 
missiles to your model. If you are careful and keep the holes tight you can 
make the missiles removable.                  

Some material may need to be removed 
from the mounting brackets to allow the 
missiles to fit the pylons included in your kit.

Mounted on under-wing pylon

Mounted on Su-27 wingtip pylon

Note that the wingtip pylons included in
the Su-27 kits are not the correct shape.
They should be replaced or modified so 
the missile fins don't contact the wing. 

Align exhaust petals with fins

Original pattern created by Alexander Rogal

Poke a small hole here to help locate 
and attach the photo-etch AOA probes


